Going green couldn’t be more FUN! CraigCat is the pioneer of compact electric powerboats since 1990. Our electric cruisers are whisper quiet, extremely easy to operate and with no pollution easy on the environment. The CraigCat® Electric will allow you to get up close and personal with nature like you’ve never thought possible.

Our Classic Electric is low on cost and long on fun. Comfortable side by side seating, mid-ship propulsion, bimini top, and a long list of options allow you to customize your cat from the high polished SS beverage holders to the high-tech solar charging system. Point and go steering will make anyone a captain, with this patented system either passenger can become the driver. The Classic Electric can run up to 7 hours on one charge!

We outperform the competition with the new High Performance Electric model that will go up to a quick 7.5 mph at full speed or kick back and cruise for up to 5 hours of runtime. GPS based range, speed and time left on the water are just some of the standard options that make your day out on the water care free.

WE PUT THE FUN BACK IN BOATING!

CraigCat Electric w/ Solar Charging System
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